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Abstract
Water pollution assessment problems arise frequently in environmental science. In this research, a finite difference method for 
solving a one-dimensional steady convection-diffusion equation with variable coefficients is presented.
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1. Introduction
This paper describes a mathematical model for solving the dispersion of pollutants in a river. A finite difference 
method for assessment of the chemical oxygen demand (COD) concentration in a river is considered. In [2], [3], the 
finite element method is used for water quality measurement and control in one-dimensional and two-dimensional 
domains. This model requires the calculation of the substance dispersion given the water velocity in the channel. In 
this paper, a finite difference method is used to compute the concentration of the pollutant for variable inputs. A 
numerical example is also given.
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2. Dispersion in a Uniform Channel
The dispersion of COD is described by convection-diffusion equation in the domain > @ba, ,
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where  xC is the concentration of COD at the point > @bax ,  3/ mkg , u is the flow velocity in x directions 
 sm / , xD is the diffusion coefficient  sm /2 , R is the substance decay rate  1s , Q is the increasing rate of 
substance concentration due to a source  smKg 3/ .
The boundary conditions are 0CC  at ax  and 0Tdx
dC  at bx  .
3. Numerical Experiments
Consider the convection diffusion in the form,     xrcxqcxpc c cc . (2)
First, we select an integer 0!N and divide the interval > @ba, into  1N equal subintervals, whose 
endpoints are the mesh points ihaxi  , for all 1,...,2,1  Ni ,  where    1/  Nabh .
At the interior mesh points, ix , for Ni ,...,2,1 , the differential equation to be approximated is           iiiiii xrxcxqxcxpxc c cc . (3)
Expanding y in a third Taylor polynomial about ix evaluated at 1ix and 1ix , we have 
                cccccc  iiiiiii chxchxchxchxchxcxc [44321 2462 , (4)
for some i[ in  1, ii xx , and
                cccccc  iiiiiii chxchxchxchxchxcxc [44321 2462 , (5)
for some i[ in  ii xx ,1 , assuming > @114 ,  ii xxCc . If these equations are added, the terms involving  ixcc
and  ixc ccc are eliminated and simple algebraic manipulation gives
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The intermediate value theorem [1] can be used to simplify this even further:
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for some i[ in  11,  ii xx . A centered-difference formula for  ixyc is obtained in a similar manner resulting in
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for some iK in  11,  ii xx . The use of these centered-difference formulas in Eq. (8) results in the equation
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A Finite-Difference method with truncation error of order  2hO results by using the equation (9) together with 
the boundary conditions   cac  and   0Tbc  c
00 cw  , (10)
11 2   NN whw E , (11)
Using the central difference method, we can obtain
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iiiiiii xrhwxphwxqhwxph 2121 21221  ¹¸·©¨§ ¹¸·©¨§   , (13)
where  ii xcw  , for all 1,...,3,2,1  Ni . For Ni  , substituting equation (11) into equation (9), we obtain,           Ehxhpxrhwxqhw NNNNN    222 221 . (14)
Then the equation system equations (13) - (14) can be written in the matrix form
bAw  , (15)
where   
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4. Numerical Example
Assume that there is a plant which discharge waste water into the channel at the starting point 0.0 km. and that 
the COD concentrations of the waste water are 12 3/ mkg . The physical parameter are: diffusion coefficient 2 
sm /2 , flow velocity u=5-x sm / , where > @4,0x , substance decay rate 3 1s and rate of change of 
substance concentration due to a source 1 smKg 3/ . The space increment size 100 m is used for 
the numerical treatment. We can obtain variable coefficient of convection-diffusion equation (2) 
are
, 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By taking equation (15), we can obtain the approximate COD concentration in Table 1 and Fig. 1.
Table 1 COD concentration assessment along a channel
Distance .Km COD concentration 3/ mKg
0.0
0.5
1.0
1.5
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0
12.0000
10.0833
8.4426
7.0791
5.9783
5.1294
4.5254
4.1640
4.0479
0.00
2.00
4.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
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Fig. 1. The decreasing of COD concentration along the channel
5. Conclusion
We have established a simulation process by finite difference method. By the numerical solutions, it can be 
obtain that the COD concentration along a channel will be decrease and trend to 4 kg/m3. These mean that the trend
of concentration along the channel is lower than the discharge concentration. 
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